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The first batch of his adventures are chronicled in this volume reprintingstories from ADVENTURE COMICS #40-57, NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1939, and NEW YORKWORLD'S FAIR 1940 (circa 1940-41).
American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as that of the Batman. The dark, mysterious hero who debuted in 1939’s DETECTIVE COMICS #27 as the lone “Bat-man” quickly grew into the legend of the Caped Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story, the Dark Knight was given many seminal elements including his partner in crime-fighting, Robin, the
Boy Wonder, and such adversaries as the Joker, the Penguin and Scarecrow. This second volume of BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE collects the Dark Knight Detective’s early adventures from BATMAN #4-7, DETECTIVE COMICS #46-56, WORLD’S BEST COMICS #1 and WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #2-3.
It's no mystery why Marvel Comics took the four-color hero world by storm - it featured some of the greatest characters and creators of comics' Golden Age! And today you can experience the stories that founded Marvel as the Golden Age Marvel Masterworks march on. In our second volume the Human Torch joins the police force, the Sub-Mariner is put on trial - and gets the electric chair! while the Angel takes on the mob, Ka-Zar defends his jungle kingdom, and Electro and Professor Zog continue their wild adventures.
Hot on the heels of the success of The Golden Age of Marvel comes a second collection of classic stories from Marvel's earliest years -- with a special introduction by former Marvel staffer and renowned author Mickey Spillane! Chock full of some of Marvel's finest moments from the 1930s, '40s, and 50's, The Golden Age of Marvel Volume II includes the first appearances by Marvel
mainstays Captain America and the Human Torch, the origin of the Golden Age Vision, as well as appearances by such halcyon heroes as the Sub-Mariner, Citizen V, Hurricane, The Fin, and Red Raven! And as an added bonus, also included is a special text story written by Spillane when he worked for Marvel in the 1940s! Ideal for connoisseurs of the comics medium or anyone with an appetite
for pop culture history!
JSA
Superman: the Golden Age Omnibus Vol. 1 (New Printing)
Jess Nevins' Encyclopedia of Golden Age Superheroes
The Art of Modern Mythmaking
Superman: The Golden Age Vol. 1
"Presenting the thought-provoking alternate comic book-history tale of the Justice Society of America in a new edition. The JSA, the heroes of WWII, find themselves face to face with a new kind of oppression in "McCarthy Era" America! Some of the greatest heroes of the 1940s, including the original Green Lantern, Atom, Hawkman and Starman, among others, return in this epic tale. The story follows their postwar
adventures as they battle evil in a world they fear may no longer need them. And as their importance wanes, a new hero, Dynaman, rallies the nation behind a fascist agenda."-Vol. 1: "Originally published in single magazine form in More Fun Comics 52-70"--Title page verso.
In Brooklyn, a serial killer is on the loose--and when strange clues lead down a paranormal path, a detective confronts his inner demons to solve the case. After returning from a tour in Afghanistan, detective Billy O'Connor returns home to a Brooklyn he doesn't recognize. As he tries to return to his normal routines, his PTSD is easily triggered and he suffers severe hallucinations. Once he begins to work a gruesome
homicide case, however, O'Connor has difficulty sorting out what's real--and after he uncovers some strange clues, he'll have to face the unthinkable to bring the killer to justice. From New York Times Bestselling authors Paul Levitz (75 Years of DC Comics: The Art of Modern Myth-Making) and Tim Hamilton (Ray Bradbury's Farenheit 451: The Authorized Adaptation), this volume collects all sixteen chapters originally
serialized in Dark Horse Presents Volume 3 #17-#22 and #24-#33!
Superman takes to the high seas to battle the evil Ultra-Humanite by defeating an air attack and discovering Ultra’s secret hidden base inside a live volcano, but the cunning Ultra-Humanite has rigged the city of Metropolis with an atomic explosive device.
Marvel Masterworks
Superman: the Golden Age Omnibus
Superman
The Golden Age
Superman (2018-) #29
Follows the postwar adventures of such 1940s heroes as Hawkman, Atom, and Starman as they fight evil and see the country rally behind the fascist agenda of a new hero, Dynaman.
An illustrated volume features original comic book artwork that depicts DC Comics' most significant characters and artists, in a tribute that showcases both pop culture favorites and lesser-known classics.
In these tales from the early 1940s, Superman continues to face social injustice as he battles some of his earliest foes, including mad scientist Lex Luthor. The Man of Steel was in his Golden Age, and with each new story, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were continuing to expand and enrich the world of their still-relatively new creation. In these early adventures, Superman faces the Emperor, whose nonresistance ray enables him to take over the
presidency; a renegade scientist who controls darkness; a notorious pirate who has mysteriously returned; Mr. Sinister, who uses a secret ray to hijack entire buildings, and more. Plus, Superman's foe the Prankster makes his debut, and Lex Luthor survives the electric chair! And Clark Kent goes to the movies and sees his costumed alter ego leap into action in an animated cartoon. Superman: The Golden Age Vol. 4 collects adventures from
World's Finest Comics #6-8, Superman #16-19 and Action Comics #48-57.
 When Superman debuted in 1938, he ushered in a string of imitators--Batman, Wonder Woman, Captain Marvel, Captain America. But what about the many less well-known heroes who lined up to fight crooks, super villains or Hitler--like the Shield, the Black Terror, Crimebuster, Cat-Man, Dynamic Man, the Blue Beetle, the Black Cat and even Frankenstein? These and other four-color fighters crowded the newsstands from the late 1930s
through the early 1950s. Most have since been overlooked, and not necessarily because they were victims of poor publication. This book gives the other superheroes of the Golden Age of comics their due.
Wonder Woman: The Golden Age Vol. 1
Golden Age
Brooklyn Blood
Golden Age Marvel Comics
Superman: The Golden Age
This fourth BATMAN- THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS includes dozens of stories from the mid 1940s in which the Dynamic Duo battles evil-doers including the Penguin, the Joker, Two-Face and many more. These tales were written and illustrated by such luminaries as Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Jerry Robinson and more.a Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #92-111, BATMAN #26-35 and stories from WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #15-22.
When the last son of Krypton was sent to Earth, one of the greatest legendsof all time was born. This edition collects some of the earliest tales ofSuperman as they were first published. Written and drawn by his creators, JerrySiegel and Joe Shuster, these tales find Superman helping everyday peopleagainst crooked politicians, taking on mad scientists, and running afoul ofinfluential socialites. Collects ACTION COMICS #20-31, SUPERMAN #4-7 andNEW
YORK WORLD'S FAIR COMICS #2.
"Originally published in single magazine form in Action Comics #1-31, Superman #1-7, New York World's Fair comics #1-2."
The Golden Age of Superman tales are collected for the first time in their entirety in this oversize omnibus series, continuing with stories from the late 1940s in Superman: The Golden Age Omnibus Vol. 6. Superman's adventures continue into the late 1940s with these stories in which the Man of Tomorrow becomes a British lord, foils conman J. Wilbur Wolfingham, thwarts the latest scheme of the Prankster, unravels the "Mother Goose Crimes," battles
the magically powered imp from the fifth dimension, Mr. Mxyztplk, and battles the mythical Atlas! Collects many stories never before collected, including tales from Action Comics #106-124, Superman #44-54 and World's Finest Comics #26-36.
Ignited
Comics
The Golden Age : the History of DC Comics
The Golden Age of DC Comics

The Golden Age of Superman tales are collected for the first time in their entirety in this oversize omnibus series, continued here in SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS VOL. 5! Following the Allies' victory in World War II, America was on the move again by the end of 1945. With the return of millions of servicemen from Europe and the Pacific and the lifting of wartime rationing, new
suburban housing began springing up across the country, and the great postwar baby boom was soon underway. On the newsstands, the adventures of Superman reflected the nation's changing priorities. While he certainly didn't abandon his championship of the common man (not to mention his never-ending battle for truth and justice), the world's greatest superhero took a noticeably comedic
turn in the final years of comics' Golden Age. Now, this pivotal period in the Man of Steel's celebrated career--featuring such stories as "The Average American," "Battle of the Redwoods" and "The Laughing Stock of Metropolis" and co-starring such legendary luminaries as Lois Lane, Mr. Mxyztplk, the Prankster and Lex Luthor--is finally available for the first time in a single hardcover
edition. SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS VOLUME FIVE collects many stories never before collected, including all of the Metropolis Wonder's tales from ACTION COMICS #86-105, SUPERMAN #34-43 and WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #19-25, and features a foreword by acclaimed comics writer and former DC Comics president Paul Levitz.
The lives of six teenagers are changed forever when tragic chaos ensues in their high school. Now the power to restore order is literally in their hands.
In the early 1940s, Superman was a much-needed hero for a nation on the brink of war. The Man of Steel (and the comic book medium) were in their Golden Age, and with each new story, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster were continuing to expand and enrich the world of their still-relatively-new creation. In these early adventures, Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety
of threats ranging from insurance scams and gangsters to spies and saboteurs. Plus, Lex Luthor returns to cement his place as SupermanÕs archnemesis, with more schemes and gadgets than any other villain facing the Man of Steel! SUPERMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME THREE collects adventures from ACTION COMICS #32-40, SUPERMAN #8-11, WORLDÕS BEST COMICS #1 and WORLDÕS FINEST COMICS #2.
The most famous of all the women who have ever been called a superhero, Wonder Woman exploded into the world of comic books amid the uncertainty and bleak determination of World War II. Fighting for justice and treating even her enemies with firm compassion, Wonder Woman brought not a cape nor a ring nor a personal fortune or hidden clubhouse, but a magical lariat that compelled anyone
it bound to tell the truth, and bracelets that could not only deflect bullets but prevent Wonder Woman from ever using her superpowers for unchecked destruction. The very first stories of the Amazon Warrior are collected here in WONDER WOMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME 1, featuring the adventures of Wonder Woman as she tackles corruption, oppression and cruelty in ALL STAR COMICS #8, COMIC
CAVALCADE #1, SENSATION COMICS #1-14 and WONDER WOMAN #1-3.
Superman: the Golden Age
The Golden Age (1993-1994) #1
The Silver Age of DC Comics, 1956-1970
Action Comics (1938-2011) #21
The Golden Age of DC Comics 1935-1956
Writer Phillip Kennedy Johnson jumps from DC Future State back to the present for a two-part story that spans Superman and Action Comics this month! In “The Golden Age,” Jonathan Kent steps back to examine his father’s legacy. When a monstrous foe from outer space attacks Clark-and nearly kills him!-this young hero must consider the fact that his father died once before, and the Legion of Super-Heroes told him he could die again. Any threat could be the one-including this
one! And in the new backup “Tales of Metropolis” story, writer Sean Lewis (DC Future State: Superman of Metropolis) and artist Sami Basri (Harley Quinn) follow Jimmy Olsen on a quest to meet of some of the city’s more colorful denizens, beginning with Bibbo Bibbowski!
"The stories that catapulted Batman to legendary status are collected here in this new graphic novel series. These original stories from DETECTIVE COMICS #27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR COMICS #1 include the origin of the Dark Knight, as well as the debuts of Robin, Commissioner Gordon, Professor Hugo Strange, the Joker, Catwoman and more! BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOL. 1 features the work of such luminaries as Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner
Fox and Jerry Robinson!"-Get the ultimate insights on the heyday of DC Comics. Spanning from 1935 to 1956, more than 600 pages of covers and interiors, original illustrations, photographs, film stills, and ephemera chart the creators, the stories, and the game-changing super heroes Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman.
"In June of 1938, Action Comics debuted with a new kind of comic book character on its cover: A costumed man with two identities, who possessed extraordinary strength and powers, a man able to protect the public when ordinary measures would not do. He was not the first super hero, but the Man of Steel would become the prototype for all super heroes thereafter. Superman's story, and those of Batman, Wonder Woman, and hundreds of other DC Comics characters are all told in
The Golden Age of DC Comics. The single most comprehensive book on the subject, this volume traces the company's first decades, from its pulp origins up to the comic book burnings of the McCarthy '50s in over 400 pages bursting with comics, art, comics, photographs, and more comics. Plus an exclusive interview with legendary Sgt. Rock/Hawkman artist Joe Kubert!."--Jacket.
The Golden Age of Marvel
Wonder Woman
DC Comics a Visual History
Batman
JSA: The Golden Age Deluxe Edition
Classic work on the impact of comic books on children.
DC's first generation of super-heroes has been driven into retirement, hiding, or madness—except for a few who are willing to change with the times. But behind the scenes, something sinister is unfolding—a subtle plot that may engulf the planet and remake it in one man's image.
When the last son of Krypton was sent to Earth, one of the greatest legends of all time was born. This edition collects some of the earliest tales of Superman as they were first published. Written and drawn by his creators, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, included here are the orginal first appearances of Lois Lane, Jimmy Olsen, and Superman's alter ego Clark Kent, as well as the Man of Steel's first use of his x-ray vision. Collects Action Comics #1-12, Superman #1-4 and World's Fair Comics #1.
Batman's adventures from the late 1940s are collected for the first time in this new hardcover. A comprehensive collection of the Dark Knight's Golden Age adventures from some of the creative titans of the comic book industry! This fifth BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS includes dozens of stories from the late 1940s, in which the Dynamic Duo battles evildoers including the Penguin, the Joker, Catwoman and many more. Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #113-132, BATMAN #36-45 and stories from WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #23-32.
Batman: The Golden Age Vol. 1
Superman: the Golden Age Vol. 5
The Golden Age Spectre Archives
Seduction of the Innocent
The Golden Age Sandman Archives
"American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as that of the Batman. The dark, mysterious hero who debuted in 1939's Detective Comics #27 as the lone "Bat-man quickly grew into the legend of the Caped Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story, the Dark Knight was given many seminal elements including his partner in crime fighting, Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such adversaries as the Joker, The Penguin,
Scarecrow and Catwoman." -- Page [4] of cover.
This unique, one-volume encyclopedia contains entries on the more than 2000 superheroes, private eyes, cowboys, pilots, and adventure heroes who appeared in comics during the Golden Age (1935-1949) of superhero comics. Every heroic character from the Golden Age has been included; no one has been left out. Each entry contains a description of the hero, their significant villains, their creator credits, their first appearance, and their number of
appearances in comics of the Golden Age. This collection is a one-of-a-kind compendium of superheroes that no fan of comics or superhero gaming should be without.
The Golden Age of DC ComicsTaschen
Collects original comic book artwork that depicts the 1950s science fiction rebirth of DC Comics' most significant characters, a time that "rebooted" the Flash, Green Lantern, and Hawkman, and was the impetus for the Batman television series.
Batman: The Golden Age Vol. 2
The Golden Age Starman Archives
Superman: The Golden Age Vol. 3
Batman: the Golden Age Omnibus
Secondary Superheroes of Golden Age Comics

A scientific genius and millionaire, Ted Knight developed an amazing Cosmic Rod which channeled the power of stars. Looking to make a difference in a world caught in the middle of a global war, Knight took the identity of Starman and joined the Justice Society of America, becoming a super-powered protector of the nation.
Faster than a speeding bullet, Superman burst onto the comic book scene in 1938, just as America was on the terrifying precipice of a world war. In a desperate time, legendary creators Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster brought to life the worldÕs first modern superhero. The Man of Steel emerged as a champion of the oppressed, taking down any enemy with his super-strength and speed, both
foreign and near to home. In his distinctive royal blue, red and yellow costume, complete with cape, the stalwart Kryptonian emanated strength and fearlessness. He swiftly became a symbol of hope for a downtrodden America. Collecting all of the Metropolis WonderÕs first-ever adventures from ACTION COMICS #1-19, SUPERMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK WORLDÕS FAIR COMICS #1!
From STARMAN scribe James Robinson, and in the beautiful Deluxe Edition format, comes an alternate history tale that pits the heroes of the Justice Society of America against a devastating, homegrown threat! Set during the start of one of the darkest periods of U.S. history, the infamous "McCarthy Era," THE GOLDEN AGE takes a thought-provoking look at what might have happened to DC's
first generation of superheroes beyond their exploits during the Second World War, when paranoia has taken a chokehold on America. DC's first generation of superheroes have been driven into retirement or hiding, or madness--except for a few who are willing to change with the times. But behind the scenes, something even more sinister is unfolding--a subtle plot that may engulf the planet
and remake it in one man's image. Collects JSA: THE GOLDEN AGE #1-4.From STARMAN scribe James Robinson, and in the beautiful Deluxe Edition format, comes an alternate history tale that pits the heroes of the Justice Society of America against a devastating, homegrown threat! Set during the start of one of the darkest periods of U.S. history, the infamous "McCarthy Era," THE GOLDEN AGE
takes a thought-provoking look at what might have happened to DC's first generation of superheroes beyond their exploits during the Second World War, when paranoia has taken a chokehold on America. DC's first generation of superheroes have been driven into retirement or hiding, or madness--except for a few who are willing to change with the times. But behind the scenes, something even
more sinister is unfolding--a subtle plot that may engulf the planet and remake it in one man's image. Collects JSA: THE GOLDEN AGE #1-4.
Publisher of Batman, Superman, Wonder woman, Green Lantern, the Flash and so many more heroes and superheroes, this is the most comprehensive book about DC Comics.
Comics the Golden Age : the History of DC Comics, 50 Years of Fantastic Imagination, an Anniversary Tribute
The Golden Age : a Different Look at a Different Era
75 Years of DC Comics
365 Days
The Golden Age Omnibus
Wonder Woman, arguably the best-known female superhero in the world and star of her own monthly comics, was introduced in the early 1940s in these quirky tales written by the inventor of the lie detector, psychologist William Moulton Marston. In these stories, Wonder Woman travels from Paradise Island to Man's World, where she serves as an emissary of peace, using her bracelets and lasso of truth to stop injustice. These stories introduce the
mythology of Wonder Woman as she battles the powers of evil--from crooked business owners to Nazi spies. Collects ALL STAR COMICS #8, SENSATION COMICS #1-14 and WONDER WOMAN #1-3 and COMIC CAVALCADE #1.
American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as that of the Batman. The dark, mysterious hero who debuted in 1939Õs DETECTIVE COMICS #27 as the lone ÒBat-manÓ quickly grew into the legend of the Caped Crusader. After his landmark debut and origin story the Dark Knight was given many seminal elements including his partner in crime-fighting Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such adversaries as the Joker, Hugo Strange and
Catwoman. BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME ONE collects all of the Dark Knight DetectiveÕs first-ever adventures from DETECTIVE COMICS #27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK WORLDÕS FAIR COMICS #2.
JSA, the Golden Age
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